Trooper James William Nathan Baxendale (Bill)
Service No. 14242497
Served with the 13th/18th Hussars
(Royal Armoured Corps)

James (known as ‘Bill’), was born during the September quarter 1923 in the Barton upon Irwell
R.D. - ref: 8c/915, the only son of James Lincoln & Alice Annie Baxendale (nee Jones).
He attended Altrincham Boys’ Grammar School and the Newton Heath Technical School. After
schooling, he was employed as a Coal Merchant in his father’s Coal Merchants Company.
1939 National Registration - No Trace.

He enlisted into the British Army in 1942.

Bill married Jean Sanderson during the June quarter 1944 in the Bucklow R.D. - ref: 8a/572,
shortly before going overseas, where Bill became the driver of a Sherman ‘Firefly’ tank.
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Attack on Landfort, 130 Bde, afternoon of 28th March 1945 Operation – “Straight Through”
On the morning of the 28th, at 10:45 hrs, an 'O' Group was held at 130 Bde HQ in which the plans
for the oncoming attack were discussed. With the fight for Megchelen still going on, there were two
alternative courses of action:
Plan A) based on a rapid conquest of the bridge at Landfort (code named Armandillo) by the
Recce, 130 Bde, with the 5th Dorsets in the lead, would quickly cross over and establish a
bridgehead on the other side of the River Issel (which is known as Oude IJssel in Holland);
Plan B) if the Recce would be unable to seize the bridge on the run, 130 Bde would take over the
lead and capture Landfort estate and, in a night assault crossing, would establish a bridgehead
over the river. Next 129 Bde would pass through and capture Anholt. At noon, when it became
apparent that the River Issel could not be jumped easily, because of the opposition encountered at
Megchelen, the decision was made to implement Plan B).
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The two plans from the 130 Bde 'O' Group on the 28th (annex to the 5th Dorsets War Diary)
The 130 Bde plan called for a two battalion attack, with 7 Hampshires (left) and 4 Dorsets (right)
moving to the north and north-west from Megchelen with the objective to seize the Landfort estate
which borders on the River Issel. Once firm the 5th Dorsets would make a night assault crossing
of the Issel and establish a bridgehead on the opposite bank. H-hour for the attack was set at
17:00 hrs.
The 4th Dorsets were to seize the Chateau of Landfort and the surrounding domain, while the 7th
Hampsires protected the left flank. The latter, reinforced by 'A' Squadron of the 13/18th Hussars, a
troop of 17-pounder SP's, a troop of Crocodiles* and MMG's and ATguns, encountered the stiffest
enemy opposition, including some of the seemingly ubiquitous SP-guns. 'D' Coy led the advance
on the left hand road (Julianastraat) towards the township of Zwanenburg and 'C' Coy advanced
up the Hooge Straat, the right hand route. This latter route proved to be the easier way forward,
and 'C' Coy's advance was virtually unopposed. 'D' Coy's way forward was much tougher. When
the company approached its phase I objective it met the first opposition and a sharp encounter
ensued with 'D' Coy running out winners. The company then endured a very uncomfortable time
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from heavy and continuous shelling and machine gun fire from their left flank. On passing through
for the second phase of the attack, 'A' Coy fared no better and took casualties and fought hard
against infantry well armed with machine guns and Panzerfausts and supported by SP-guns.
During this second phase of the operation two tanks of the 13/18th Hussars were knocked out.
The issue was decided in the end by the extensive use of the Troop of Crocodiles coming up to
subdue the enemy with 'flame'. Most of the farm buildings in the enemy held area (within blue
circle) were burned down. By the time all opposition on the left hand route had been overcome,
darkness had fallen, and the surviving enemy withdrew to the north and west.
*Crocodiles were Churchill tanks converted to fire flame – one of “Hobart’s Funnies” that landed in
Normany on D-Day. They were one of the most feared British weapons.
By midnight all units had reached their objectives, but for the township of Zwanenburg. The
company, that had been assigned this area as objective, had been depleted to 30 men and
instead was held in reserve at MR 073618. One enemy SP-gun was knocked out. About 20
POW's were taken.

Of the two 13/18th Hussars tanks that were knocked out in the operation, one tank, a Sherman
Mark V, was hit obliquely from the left through the front left hand corner of the driving
compartment. The shot passed back into the turret and the tank burned out. Though injured the
crew of this tank escaped, but for the operator & driver who was killed; one of the injured crew
members later succumbed from his wounds.
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The other tank, a Sherman Mk Ic (a 17-pounder Sherman or Firefly), was hit by two 75 mm APshells, one went obliquely through the rear of the wireless bulge just above its lower edge and
penetrated into the turret, the other penetrated through the side of the hull opposite the clutch
compartment. The first shell killed the entire crew.
Casualties in the 13/18th Hussars for the 28th were:
BAXENDALE JWN – 14242497 - 13TH/18TH ROYAL HUSSARS - ROYAL ARMOURED CORPS
FORBES TJM – 14326768 - 13TH/18TH ROYAL HUSSARS - ROYAL ARMOURED CORPS
MASON J - 14653026 - 'H' SQN, 13TH/18TH ROYAL HUSSARS - ROYAL ARMOURED CORPS
MAXWELL - JS 7952174 - 13TH/18TH ROYAL HUSSARS - ROYAL ARMOURED CORPS
SYMONS C - 14368280 - 13TH/18TH ROYAL HUSSARS - ROYAL ARMOURED CORPS
TAPLEY FN – 7952631 - 13TH/18TH ROYAL HUSSARS - ROYAL ARMOURED CORPS

Bill’s Sherman Firefly of 'A' Squadron 13/18th Hussars, was knocked out next to a farm house
along the Julianaweg, in the area where 'A' Coy of the Hampshire’s encountered enemy
opposition in the afternoon of the 28th. It was probably the first tank knocked out on Dutch soil
after the Rhine Crossing in 1945.

Map showing where Bill’s tank was knocked out by an A/T shell north of Megchelen
It also shows the position of the stationary A/T gun that did the damage
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Sherman ‘Firefly’ Tank

Bill’s knocked out Sherman Firefly tank
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Bill’s knocked out Sherman Firefly tank

The entire crew was killed. The crew members Maxwell, Forbes, Mason and Baxendale were
temporarily buried in field graves in the garden next to the knocked out tank. The picture of the
graves was taken in 1946. According to the CWGC report the location of the field graves were
along the Julianaweg hard north of Megchelen; the hedge still exists, but now-a-days is much
higher, the location of the field graves was on the inner side of this farmyard along the Julianaweg.
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In 1946, Bill’s tank was towed behind a steamroller back to the village of Megchelen and displayed
in the centre of the village adjacent to the village church as a War Monument. In 1956, it was sold
for scrap and removed.

Bill’s tank being towed by a steam roller back to the village of Megchelen
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Bill’s tank in its position adjacent to the Megchelen Village Church
Also in 1946, Bill’s parents together with his widow – Jean Baxendale, travelled to Megchelen to
visit his field grave. They were also able to see his Sherman Firefly tank and asked if they could
take one of the tank’s steering sticks back with hem as this was the last thing that Bill was holding
when he was killed. On their return to Timperley, they named their house “Megchelen”.
In May 1947 the fallen were exhumed and five of the six crew members of the 13/18th Hussars
who fell on the 28th were later laid to rest at the Mook War Cemetery near Nijmegen after their
temporary field burial at Megchelen. The 21-year-old Trooper Frank N. Tapley, who died of
wounds and was temporarily buried at Esserden, now rests at the Reichswald War Cemetery.

Mook War Cemetery near Nijmegen
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Bill’s Grave in Mook War Cemetery
Bill was killed instantly by an anti-tank shell on the 28th March 1945 and his death reported in the
20/04/1945 edition of the Sale & Stretford Guardian.
The Manchester Evening News edition dated the 16th April 1945 has a Roll of Honour section
listing three soldiers that had recently been killed. Two of them were from Salford, but the third
listed was Trooper James W.N. Baxendale, 13th/18th Hussars, R.A.C.), Wellington Road,
Altrincham.
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Listed as John Baxendale on the St. Alban's P.C., Broadheath, Vicar's typed list of WW2
CWGC - Son of James Lincoln & Alice Annie Baxendale of West Timperley; husband of Jean
Baxendale of Altrincham.
M.I. – “A smiling face a loving heart, memories that live forever in our thoughts”.
Bill is commemorated on the Altrincham Grammar School War Memorial and in the School
Magazine.
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The Altrincham Grammar School Magazine July 1945
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The Altrincham Grammar School WW2 War Memorials
Naturally, Bill’s details appear on the relevant records of the CWGC
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CWGC – Mook Cemetery Grave Register A-B

CWGC – Mook Cemetery Grave Registration Report Form

CWGC – Mook Cemetery Graves Concentration Report Form
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These recorded the graves found in nearby fields or other small cemeteries and then being
“Concentrated” into a CWGC’s cemetery

CWGC – Mook Cemetery Headstone Record
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In Oct 2018, members of the Baxendale family visited Megchelen, including Bill Baxendale’s sister
– Pat Williams, who was aged just 14 when Bill died. They took with them the steering stick that
her parents had brought back with them in 1946 and together with Bill’s war medals; they
presented it to the local studies library there.

The Baxendale family visiting Megchelen in October 2018

Bill’s Sister - Pat Baxendale visiting Megchelen in 2018
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Maps showing the position of the Mook War Cemetery, Netherlands

A postscript referring to Bill’s father. The 5th December 1947 edition of the Manchester Evening
News reported that nominations in the municipal elections for Timperley No.1 Ward were: James
L. Baxendale (Cons), Coal Merchant, Banbury Drive; Albert B. Hamer (Lib), Engineer, Leicester
Avenue; Clifford Holt(Lab), Planning Engineer, Foxhall Road.
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The Purple Square Indicates the Position of Bill’s Grave
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Having resided in Timperley, he is also commemorated on the Trafford War Dead website.
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